Defense leads hoop rout

By Eric A. Fleming

Defense was the story as the men's basketball team rolled to an easy 72-27 victory over the Poly Institute of New York Saturday night at Rockwell Cage. The game was the season opener for both teams.

The Engineers were in command from start to finish, scoring the first ten points of the game and enjoying a 17-4 lead when the game was only eight minutes old. The closest the visiting Blue Jays came was during a 6-0 spurt eight minutes into the second half.

Wrestling — Plymouth State spoiled the Engineers' season opener of the wrestling team, edging the Engineers Saturday 24-20. The outcome was not decided until the last match, when Bill Mitchell of Plymouth State pinned MIT's Tom Farweti at 1:06 of heavyweight match favoring for Tech were Ken Shull '84 (142 pounds), Jim Markiewicz '85 (150), Steve Leibiger '83 (167), and Pat Peters '85 (177).

Cross Country — Completing one of its best seasons in many years, the Engineers Saturday 24-20. The outcome was not decided until the last match, when Bill Mitchell of Plymouth State pinned MIT's Tom Farweti at 1:06 of heavyweight match favoring for Tech were Ken Shull '84 (142 pounds), Jim Markiewicz '85 (150), Steve Leibiger '83 (167), and Pat Peters '85 (177).

The closest the visiting Blue Jays came was during a 6-0 spurt eight minutes into the second half.

MIT will not see action again until this Saturday at Babson. Jack Flattery (E.C.) was among the 11 points, seven rebounds, as their front row trio. They were in command from start to finish, scoring the first ten points of the game and enjoying a 17-4 lead when the game was only eight minutes old. The closest the visiting Blue Jays came was during a 6-0 spurt eight minutes into the second half.
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